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Abstract 

S-100 is a structural protein of the central nervous system.
An elevated level of S-100 in CSF is generally considered to be
a marker of nervous tissue damage. The presence of this protein
in blood serum points to the functional and/or morphological
disruption of the blood-brain barrier. We measured S-100 in the
cerebrospinal fluid and blood of children with two of the most
often observed pathological states in child neurology - internal
hydrocephalus and epilepsy. High levels of S-100 in CSF were
detectable in children with internal hydrocephalus. Increased
blood levels of S-100 protein were detectable in both groups of
paediatric patients. Our preliminary results indicate  neuronal
damage in internal hydrocephalus and morphological and/or
functional disturbances of the blood-brain barrier (their
increased permeability) in both above mentioned disabilities. 
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Introduction 

S-100 is a set of small, acidic, calcium-binding dimer pro-
teins of approximately 20 kDa which are widely distributed in
different tissues. The S-100 protein was first discovered by
Moore in 1965 [1]. Dimeric combination of the α- and β-chain
form three known subtypes: S-100ao (αα), S-100a (αβ) and S-
100b (ββ). S-100b is regarded as nervous-system-specific pro-
tein and is present mainly in glial cells and Schwann cells [2].

The function of S-100  in the central nervous system (CNS) is
only poorly understood. It is known that S-100 plays a role in
neuronal plasticity and long-term potentiation processes [3, 4].
This protein is generally considered to be a marker of CNS dam-
age [5]. Increased levels of S-100 in CSF or serum were mea-
sured after a variety of cerebral lesions and injuries, including
stroke, severe head trauma, brain tumours, or multiple sclerosis. 

Brain has its own unique and effective protective system
that controls the process of active transport of chemical sub-
stances from blood to neurons and CSF. This system, known as
the blood-brain barrier (BBB), is formed by complex tight junc-
tion of the brain capillary endothelial cells and segregates the
circulating blood from interstitial fluid in the brain [6]. In nor-
mal conditions, S-100 does not cross the BBB. Levels of this
protein in plasma are extremely low and approximately one
third of the levels, found in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [5].
Thus, opening the blood-brain barrier (BBB) would be expect-
ed to markedly increase plasma S-100 levels. Kapural et al. [7]
suggest that S-100β is an early marker of BBB disruption that is
not necessarily related to neuronal damage. We measured S-100
in children with two of the most often observed pathologic
states in child neurology - internal hydrocephalus and epilepsy.
Studies on the blood levels of S-100 protein in paediatric
patients are very rare.

Material and methods 

Two groups of patients: Group H - children with internal
hydrocephalus and Group E - children with epilepsy were
involved into the study.

Group H amounted to 4 patients in whom the shunt implan-
tation was necessary. The CSF and blood samples were obtained
just before the implantation. The control group included 5
healthy children, in whom only blood samples were taken to the
study. Some level of S-100 protein has been detected at the
Klinikum Grosshadern in Munich (Germany), using an
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immunofluorometric sandwich assay. Details of this method are
described in [8]. In group E, there were 6 epileptic patients in
whom lumbar puncture was performed to exclude infection of
CNS. The CFS and blood samples were taken within 12 h after
the seizure. The control group constituted 12 healthy children,
in whom only blood samples were obtained. Levels of S-100
protein were measured, using the radioimmunometric assay
(Sangtec, Sweden).  

Results 

Group H: The results, obtained Group E, are presented in
Table 1. The range of S-100 concentration in CSF was 0.660-
11.500 mg/ and. in blood serum - 0.065 - 0.248 µg/L respec-
tively. In the healthy children, the median serum level of S-100
protein was 0.033 µg/L. The obtained data suggest that CSF
levels of S-100 can be almost 8 times higher than those in serum
of the same patients and that the concentration of S-100 in
serum of children with hydrocephalus can be 8 times higher too
than that in control group.

Group E: The results, obtained in Group E, are presented in
Table 2. The range of S-100 concentration in CSF was 0.320 -
0.650 µg/L. In blood serum - 0.134 - 0.280 µg/L respectively.
In all 12 cases of children in the control group, the  level of S-
100 in serum was lower than 0.010 µg/L. The obtained data
suggest that CSF level of S-100 is 2-3 times higher than that in
serum of the same epileptic children and that the concentration
of S-100 in serum of epileptic children is15-20 times higher
than that in control group.

Discussion 

Several groups have reported increased CSF levels of S-100
protein in patients with lesions of the CNS [i.e. 9, 10] and a rela-
tionship between cell damage in the CNS and the concentration
of S-100 in CSF [11]. There is evidence that CSF levels of S-
100 may serve as quantitative markers of the extent of brain
damage. However, especially in patients with intracranial pres-
sure, lumbar puncture is contraindicated, due to the risk of
transtentorial herniation. For these reasons, S-100 which is
released from brain cells during brain damage, must be
detectable in blood if it is to serve as a useful tool in clinical
medicine. Otherwise, S-100 level in blood increased signifi-
cantly when the BBB is disrupted and that is not necessarily
related to neuronal damage [7]. Our study shows that CSF con-
centration of S-100 was only 2-3 times higher, compared to
serum levels in the group of epileptic children. Similar results
were found in healthy volunteers [5]. This fact does not point to
any severe neuronal damage in epilepsy. Our results indicate an
increased permeability of BBB in epilepsy and, in a less degree,
in internal hydrocephalus. The obtained data can have practical
meaning, especially in children affected by hydrocephalus [12].
Periodic controls of S-100 protein levels in blood may be a use-
ful indicator of shunt function. 

Conclusions 

Increased blood levels of S-100 protein were detectable both
in children with internal hydrocephalus and in those with epilep-
sy. Our results indicate morphological and/or functional distur-
bances of BBB (their increased permeability) in both above
mentioned disabilities. Very high CSF levels of S-100 in Group
H point to severe damage of the CNS tissues in children with
internal hydrocephalus. There is no evidence of S-100 levels in
CSF to the neuronal damage in epileptic children. We conclud-
ed that measuring the blood levels of S-100 protein may be a
reproducible and less invasive method for determining the
integrity of the BBB in children with internal hydrocephalus and
epilepsy. 
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Patient’s 
number 

S-100 in serum 
(µg/L) 

S-100 in CSF 
(µg/L) 

1. 0.065 0.790 

2. 0.210 7.700 

3. 0.140 11.500 

4. 0.248 0.660 

Table 1. S-100 concentrations in CSF and serum in children
with internal hydrocephalus.

   Patient’s 
     number 

  S-100 in serum 
         (µg/L) 

    S-100 in CSF 
        (µg/L) 

 1. 0.204 0.650 

 2. 0.280 0.620 

 3. 0.260 0.570 

 4. 0.230 0.340 

 5. 0.230 0.320 

 6. 0.134 0.300 

Table 2. S-100 concentrations in CSF and serum in children
with epilepsy.
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